Introduction
There has been a dramatic growth in the use of handheld devices, with 172 million devices sold in 2009 and a yearly market growth rate being about 20% (Pettey and Tudor, 2010) . Factors contributing to this impressive growth include the devices' ability to increase communication flow among individuals (anytime-anywhere connectivity) and their flexibility to satisfy a wide range of needs in different domains, such as business, education and healthcare (Constantiou et al., 2007) . However, many potential applications and functionalities of these technologies remain untapped (Chamberlain, 2006; Constantiou et al., 2007) . On the one hand, new devices are designed to provide an increasing number of features to support users in accomplishing a wide array of activities. On the other hand, the new devices often do not have a user-centric focus and thus discourage users from interacting with them . Success of technologies and associated services is an important issue for researchers and practitioners alike (Rai et al., 2002; Rai and Sambamurthy, 2006) . Previous human-computer interaction (HCI) research traced this issue back to the fact that the process for designing new devices often do not follow a user-centric approach (Te'eni et al., 2007) . As a consequence, users typically interact with only a limited set of features and fail to explore the vast array of features available. Such user behavior is common and relates to the popular 80-20 or even 90-10 rule, wherein regardless of the type of technology, users typically use only 20% or 10% of the features and 80% or 90% of the time (Jasperson et al., 2005; Pierce and Mahaney, 2004) .
Perhaps not surprisingly, researchers have called for studies of the use and exploration of handheld devices (e.g., McCreary, 2008; Sarker and Wells, 2003) . To this end, Gupta and Karahanna (2004) argued that one important avenue for research is the examination of users' exploratory behaviors that are oriented toward innovation and identification of new principles for performing an activity, rather than the use of routine device features. In keeping with prior research, we consider exploratory behaviors toward technology as those that refer to the search for new applications of a technology either by using additional features or by using basic features in a new way (Gupta and Karahanna, 2004; Nambisan et al., 1999) . Thus, it is reasonable to assume that exploratory behaviors may well determine individuals' discovery of value-added and innovative uses of a technology (Nambisan et al., 1999) and further advance our understanding of system success (see Rai et al., 2002) .
Whereas the importance of users' exploratory behaviors has been recognized in both the HCI and technology acceptance domains (e.g. Boudreau and Robey, 2005; Nambisan et al., 1999; Rogers and Muller, 2006) , little research has examined the factors that may foster users' willingness to explore. Moreover, we have identified little or no prior research that takes into account users' willingness to explore a new technology over time. We seek to address this gap in the literature. As a conceptual foundation for this research, we develop a framework that simultaneously considers two theoretical perspectives rooted in the dichotomy between extrinsic and intrinsic motivations. These perspectives, hedonic and instrumental, have also been invoked as explanations for individuals' general behavior toward technology (Sun and Zhang, 2006; Van der Heijden, 2004; Venkatesh and Speier, 1999) .
A second objective of this research derives from the aforementioned cross-sectional designs of existing research on exploratory behaviors related to technologies. As we will argue, there are reasons to expect that the determinants of exploratory behavior may change over time as users move through various stages of technology adoption. Addressing the call of previous researchers to consider the role of time in adoption and HCI research (Venkatesh et al., , 2007 Zhang et al., 2008) , we seek to understand individuals' intention to display exploratory behavior at two stages of technology introduction: (1) the early stage when users are introduced to a new technology and begin to acquire a new body of knowledge in that particular context (Nambisan et al., 1999) and (2) the postadoption stage when they have sufficient knowledge to fully exploit its standard capabilities (Saga and Zmud, 1994) . Moreover, responding to the call by Nah et al. (2006) for work that increases synergies between the HCI and MIS research, this study strives to provide practical insights for both designers and managers as they design new technology products (York and Pendharkar, 2004) and develop training support that facilitates the effective exploitation of the potential of technologies (see Agarwal and Venkatesh, 2002; Thong, 1999; Venkatesh and Agarwal, 2006; Venkatesh and Ramesh, 2006) . In sum, this paper reports a longitudinal study of users' willingness to explore technology in the context of mobile device use.
We expect this work to make the following contributions. First, we respond to recent calls for understanding more complex, rather than routine, uses of technology (Jasperson et al., 2005) . Moreover, we attempt to explicate the processes by which instrumental and hedonic factors generate an interaction between users and systems that is more proactive and discovery oriented, thus enriching our understanding of exploratory behaviors. Second, we consider the joint, rather than competing, roles of hedonic and instrumental factors in determining users' exploration of new technologies. Such an integration of perspectives is also useful to develop a better understanding of use of technologies that are adopted both for work and fun. Finally, our research complements recent work focused on emergent uses of IT (e.g. Ahuja and Thatcher, 2005; Li and Hsieh, 2007) by explicitly examining the role of time.
Theoretical development
Our model is shown in Fig. 1 . As shown in the figure, we link intention to explore with hedonic-i.e., cognitive absorption and personal innovativeness toward information technology (PIIT)-and instrumental factors-i.e., performance expectancy and image enhancement-and identify time as a moderator of various relationships. In this section, we present the theoretical foundation and justification for the hypotheses.
Exploration theory and intention to explore technology
The exploration theory can be traced back to the seminal works of Berlyne (1950 Berlyne ( , 1960 Berlyne ( , 1966 ) that discussed why individuals display curiosity and explore their environment for seeking new information. In doing this, Berlyne observed that the occurrence of exploratory behavior is driven by a novel external stimulus that creates uncertainty and stimulates individuals to collect further information to reduce such emergent uncertainty. The exposure to an external stimulus develops individuals' sense of novelty, surprisingness and incongruity with past experiences that consequently lead individuals to actively explore and seek new information to restore an equilibrium with the environment. From Berlyne's perspective, the presence of an external stimulus provokes an increase in individuals' arousal and exploratory behaviors can be seen as an attempt to quench such arousal by acquiring more information related to the source of stimulation. By gathering new information about the relevant stimulus, cognitive and perceptual coherence is restored. After investigating the source of stimulation for a while, curiosity decreases, suggesting that uncertainty has been resolved once new information is obtained.
ARTICLE IN PRESS
Subsequent research on exploratory behaviors extended the theoretical framework by explaining the conditions under which exploratory behavior occurs. Condry (1977) observed that exploratory behaviors can be triggered by either intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Intrinsically driven exploration is performed for its own sake, independent of external reinforcement, leading individuals to engage in exploratory behaviors for the purpose of satisfying their need to experience cognitive challenge. Indeed, individuals engage in exploratory behaviors because of the sense of pleasure that they get in interacting with novel things or in an attempt to make sense out of an emergent stimulus (Spielberger and Starr, 1994) . Conversely, extrinsically driven exploration is performed for the purpose of receiving an external reinforcement. Therefore, in the extrinsic case, individuals activate an exploration process because the discovery of new information is intended to produce to tangible benefit.
The basis of exploration theory has been widely adopted in several studies in management, with a particular focus on consumer behaviors. Table 1 reports some key studies that rely on the theoretical premises of exploration theory and its extensions. For example, in the domain of consumer research, Steenkamp and Baumgartner (1992) investigated the role of optimal stimulation level in affecting consumers' behaviors. In a series of laboratory experiments, they found that a moderate level of stimulation from the external environment triggers consumers' behaviors that are oriented toward exploration, thus facilitating the occurrence of variety seeking and innovation.
Relying on extant research, we extend exploration theory to IS research because it is likely to yield a better understanding of how users search for new information as a reaction to a novel object, such as a new technology. Indeed, although individuals sometimes use IS in a way that is standardized and habitual in order to accomplish a given task, ''users can also apply IS in an exploratory or innovative fashion that goes beyond routine and can further unleash the potential of the systems'' (Li and Hsieh, 2007, p. 3).
Exploratory behavior toward technology then involves proactively looking for new uses by examining additional features or by using basic features in a new way (Gupta and Karahanna, 2004) . Thus, the role of users in contributing to the identification of novel applications for technologies is based in their understanding of the environment in which they operate and in their awareness of the fit between potential uses and contextual environment (Nambisan et al., 1999) . Further, consistent with exploration theory, we argue that exploratory behavior toward technology can be triggered by hedonic and instrumental factors under different conditions. This view can be traced back to work that underscored that behavior toward technology is driven by both instrumental and hedonic factors ( Van der Heijden, 2004) . In particular, hedonic factors affect behavior by providing intrinsic value, whereas instrumental factors affect behavior by providing utilitarian value (Brown and Venkatesh, 2005; Venkatesh and Brown, 2001 ). According to Van der Heijden (2004, p. 696) while the hedonic interaction represents an end in itself, ''instrumentality implies there is an objective external to the interaction between user and system.'' Hedonic factors evoke exploratory behavior through basic human desires to engage in activities that are intrinsically motivating because of the sheer pleasure and challenge of performing them, even in the absence of external incentives (Berlyne, 1978) . Individuals who experience a positive cognitive state through their exploratory behaviors are more likely to engage in repeating such behaviors (Amabile, 1988; Pilke, 2004) . Recent studies in HCI have underscored the importance of a hedonic perspective in studying the interaction between user and technology and called for further empirical research to deepen our understanding of hedonism on users' behaviors over time (Thong et al., 2006; Zhang and Li, 2005) .
Moreover, previous research on exploration has found that individuals are more likely to be stimulated by intrinsically motivating factors at the initial, rather than later, stages of interaction. As users repeatedly interact with an object, here a new technology, their sense of novelty and curiosity decreases and with it, the intrinsical motivation to further explore the object (Berlyne, 1966) . As time goes by, individuals may develop a better understanding of the novelty and, therefore, may find instrumental value in pursuing exploratory behaviors. Such a perspective is consistent with previous studies in IS research that pointed out that users are more likely to perceive the potential benefits of a certain technology at some point during their use of it, even if those benefits are not identified at the initial point of technology introduction (Karahanna et al., 1999) . Table 2 reports previous studies on exploration-oriented behaviors toward technology.
Hedonic perspective
Drawing on the concept of intrinsic motivation (Deci, 1975) , the hedonic perspective proposes that individual behavior is driven by the goal of being engaged in enjoyable, self-determined activities (Deci, 1975, Gottschalg and Zollo, 2007; Hirschman and Holbrook, 1982; Thong et al., 2006; Vallerand, 1997) . Indeed, intrinsic motivation is related to the essence of the individual's psychological, emotive experience (Hirschman and Holbrook, 1982 ) that can be triggered both by individual traits and cognitive states (e.g. Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) .
Traits are an ''enduring predisposition to respond to stimuli'' (Thatcher and Perrewe, 2002, p. 383 ) and may be either broad or situation-specific (Goldsmith and Hofacker, 1991; Watson and Clark, 1984) . Broad traits reflect relatively stable, habitual patterns of behaviors and attitudes that differ across individuals. For example, the trait of agreeableness reflects the extent to which an individual can be described as good-natured, forgiving, courteous, helpful, generous and cooperative (Barrick and Mount, 1991) . While broad traits have the advantage of permitting comparisons between different settings, they are less predictive than more specific ones in a particular context where individuals may in fact respond differently (Agarwal and Prasad, 1998) . Conversely, a situationspecific trait is a relatively stable descriptor that ''predisposes individuals to respond to stimuli in a consistent manner within a narrowly defined context or group of target objects'' (Thatcher and Perrewe, 2002, p. 383) . In the domain of technology use, prior research has found specific traits to be particularly valuable in predicting individuals' behavior within the target situation. To this end, Agarwal and Prasad (1998) have developed the concept of PIIT, a domain-specific trait reflecting individuals' willingness to try out any new technology within a particular context. We focused on PIIT (rather than other traits, such as computer playfulness) because prior research has found that individuals' broad trait of innovativeness directly relates to exploration-oriented behaviors (e.g. Rogers, 1995) . Indeed, individuals with a high degree of innovativeness are active seekers of information about new ideas. While personal innovativeness reflects an individual's intrinsic willingness to explore, this predisposition does not necessarily imply that individuals experience a sense of engagement in interacting with the technology. Thus, whereas the trait of innovativeness is directly related to exploration-oriented behaviors, the trait of computer playfulness, defined as the degree of spontaneity in IT interactions, has been a significant antecedent of individuals' cognitive states, such as absorption and flow that may in turn affect individual exploration (Agarwal and Karahanna, 2000; Webster and Martocchio, 1992) . Thus, we consider computer playfulness as an antecedent of cognitive absorption, and we do not directly relate it to the occurrence of technology-related exploratory behavior. In addition to the effects of traits, individuals are intrinsically motivated to perform a behavior by positive situational cognitive states. Csikszentmihalyi's (1990) flow theory posits the effects of such states, proposing that individuals' behavior is motivated by the intrinsic positive feelings that emerge when they are working with technology and ''things are going well as an almost automatic, effortless, yet highly focused, state of consciousness'' (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996, p. 110) . Researchers have validated Csikszentmihalyi's theory across a variety of domains, including sports, artistic performance and taskoriented activities.
ARTICLE IN PRESS
A significant body of IS research focusing on the hedonic perspective relies on Csikszentmihalyi's (1990) flow theory (e.g., Trevino and Webster, 1992; Koufaris, 2002; Kamis et al., 2008) . It has proven successful in explaining individuals' behavior in the technology adoption stream, proposing that the deep involvement and pleasure that users experience when working directly with the technology have an intrinsically motivating effect on their subsequent usage intentions and behaviors ( Van der Heijden, 2004) . Although several different constructs have been used previously to represent the cognitive states that intrinsically motivate individuals to interact with technology, there is evidence of overlap among these concepts (Agarwal and Karahanna, 2000) . As a result, Agarwal and Karahanna (2000) proposed a second-order construct of cognitive absorption. Agarwal and Karahanna (2000) define this construct as a state of deep involvement that individuals experience when interacting with technology and it encompasses five different feelings: (1) temporal dissociation-the state of losing track of time while interacting with a technology; (2) focused immersion-feelings of deep engagement with the technology that distracts one from other tasks; (3) enjoyment-feelings of pleasure during the interaction process; (4) control-a sense of ''being in charge of the interaction'' (p. 673) and (5) curiosity-the experience of cognitive arousal during the interaction. Our examination of cognitive absorption in this work is consistent with calls to develop and test conceptual models of individuals' holistic experience in interacting with technology (Agarwal and Karahanna, 2000; Venkatesh, 1999 Venkatesh, , 2000 . Further, although considerable research has validated the proposed link between an individual's intrinsic motivation and his or her use of a new technology (Davis et al., 1992; Malone, 1981; Webster and Martocchio, 1992; Speier, 1999, 2000) , scant research to date has examined the impact of intrinsic motivation on users' intention to explore technology (Li and Hsieh, 2007) .
Instrumental perspective
Extrinsic motivation, which reflects an expectation of obtaining external rewards, such as status and recognition (Gottschalg and Zollo, 2007) , is also theorized to be an important driver of intention to explore a technology. Extrinsic motivation comes from the expected consequences of the behavior, such as improved job performance, pay or promotion, rather than from the individual's enjoyment of performing the behavior itself as is the case with intrinsic motivation. In such a condition, the occurrence of a specific individual behavior depends upon the perception of an instrumental value that links the behavior and its associated consequences. Therefore, extrinsic motivation refers to the occurrence of behaviors not because they are pleasurable in their own right but because of important self-selected aims and purposes.
Prior IS research has shown that the influence of instrumental factors on an individual's intention to interact with technology tends to occur through the process of extrinsic motivation (Yi and Hwang, 2003 ). The resulting extrinsic motivation then stimulates individuals' display of behaviors toward a technology (e.g., Venkatesh et al., 2003) . Two concepts are particularly important in this process: performance expectancy and image enhancement. Performance expectancy is an individual belief that using an information system will result in a valued outcome for the user (Venkatesh et al., 2003) . Similarly, image enhancement refers to an individual's belief that using the system will enhance one's image or status within a social context (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000) . Both concepts fall within the theoretical foundation of extrinsic motivation because both link the performance of individual behaviors to benefits, external to the system-user interaction. We argue that they also will influence individuals' intentions to engage in exploratory behavior with the technology. Logically, we reason that users will see the connection between display of exploratory behaviors and the discovery of new technology features, and uses that can assist their accomplishment of work tasks (Burton-Jones and Straub, 2006) . Likewise, we believe that users will see the connection between their display of exploratory behaviors and the discovery of new technology features, and status gains associated with being recognized as an expert user of the technology. Finally, as Karahanna et al. (1999) note, as time goes by, the formation of beliefs is more related to instrumentality derived from the individuals' direct experience in exploring new technologies over time, which allows the discovery of new features and uses. Receiving the benefits associated with those discoveries is also likely to strengthen the perceived instrumentality between exploratory behaviors and valued extrinsic rewards.
Hypothesis development

Hedonic factors: intrinsic motivation and intention to explore
Consistent with flow theory, prior research has supported the relationship between hedonic experience and users' intentions to interact with a technology both in home and organizational contexts (e.g., Agarwal and Karahanna, 2000; Koufaris, 2002; Pilke, 2004) . For example, Koufaris (2002) reported that online consumers shopped not only for the purpose of buying a product, but also because of the enjoyment of shopping online. Similarly, Webster and Hackley (1997) pointed to the importance of cognitive engagement for interacting in a technology-mediated distance learning context. Past research on cognitive absorption has found that individuals experiencing a high level of task involvement are more likely to display experimental behaviors than those with low levels of involvement (Ghani and Deshpande, 1994; Webster et al., 1993) . As Csikszentmihalyi and Csikszentmihalyi (1988, p. 337 ) articulated: ''For no matter how original one might be, if one is bored by the domain, it will be difficult to become interested enough in it to make a creative contribution.'' These results are consistent with Amabile et al., (2005, p. 375) proposal that ''creative behaviors are often characterized by a flow state, a temporary psychological merger of the person with the activity, which inherently involves positive feelings.'' Moreover, the creativity literature points out that individuals who are intrinsically motivated by enjoyment, interest and curiosity are more likely to search for new and stimulating cognitive pathways (Amabile, 1997) . This research suggests that individuals' involvement in a particular task or activity acts as a trigger for their decision to initiate creative efforts (Amabile, 1988) and thus, for their intention to display exploratory behaviors (Saade´and Bahli, 2005; Zuckerman, 1969) . Moreover, previous research has argued that exploration is related to the occurrence of pleasurable states associated with individuals' cognitive engagement. Thus, we posit: Hypothesis 1. Cognitive absorption will be positively related to intention to explore the technology.
Personal innovativeness toward IT is an individual domain-specific trait developed in the IS literature that reflects an individual's willingness to try out new technologies (Agarwal and Prasad, 1998) . Previous research underscored that innovative individuals are more likely to actively seek information for developing new ideas (Rogers, 1995) . The introduction of a new technology represents a source of uncertainty for individuals (Spender and Kessler, 1995) , and users characterized by a high degree of PIIT are more tolerant to uncertainty and are more likely to show information seeking and risk-oriented behaviors (Agarwal and Prasad, 1998) . Given that exploratory behaviors are characterized by a certain degree of risk and uncertainty (Berlyne, 1960) , individuals with high PIIT are more likely to explore a technology. Further, innovative individuals tend to demonstrate higher levels of self-confidence about performing new tasks or in new situations (Kegerreis et al., 1970) , thus performing behaviors that corroborate their propensity to innovate and their willingness to change (Thatcher and Perrewe, 2002) . Moreover, Venkatraman (1991) reported that innovative individuals are more interested in stimulating experiences than they are in attaining valuable outcomes. This argument is consistent with previous research that underscored that innovators are more likely to search for novel solutions outside a given framework and exhibit the need for novel stimuli (Goldsmith, 1984) . In contrast, individuals who are less innovative are expected to show a weaker need to search for novelty and a preference for maintaining the status quo (Oreg, 2003) . Individuals with low degree of innovativeness are more likely to perform routinized behaviors that are not compatible with the new situation, here the introduction of a new technology, thus limiting the likelihood of performing exploratory behaviors (Tichy, 1983) . Furthermore, Thatcher and Perrewe (2002) argued that highly innovative individuals are more likely to search for new mentally stimulating experiences when interacting with a new technology. Thus, we posit:
Hypothesis 2. Personal innovativeness will be positively related to intention to explore the technology.
3.2. Instrumental factors: extrinsic motivation and intention to explore Performance expectancy. This construct was proposed by Venkatesh et al. (2003) to represent a synthesis of various instrumentality-oriented constructs that they argued had significant conceptual and empirical overlap: perceived usefulness (Davis et al., 1989; Konradt et al., 2006) , job-fit (Thompson et al., 1991) , relative advantage (Rogers, 1995) and outcome expectations (Carswell and Venkatesh, 2002; Compeau and Higgins, 1995) . They defined performance expectancy as the ''degree to which an individual believes that using the system will help him or her to attain gains in job performance' ' (p. 447) . Past research has demonstrated the impact of individuals' instrumental expectations on a variety of behavioral intentions, such as intention to use a technology (Davis et al., 1989; Venkatesh and Davis, 2000) and intention to shop online (Koufaris, 2002) . Extant prior research on innovations suggests that individuals' expectations about the outcomes generated by the innovation process are directly related to their likelihood of searching for innovative uses of a particular technology (e.g., Li and Hsieh, 2007; Von Hippel, 1988) . Hence, we argue that individuals who perceive that using a technology will enhance their job performance are likely to explore new ways of exploiting its functionalities. Thus, we posit:
Hypothesis 3. Performance expectancy will be positively related to intention to explore the technology.
Image enhancement. The motivational importance of individuals' desire for image enhancement has been recognized in prior research. For example, Rogers (1995) found that individuals' willingness to adopt an innovation was driven by their motivation to gain social status. Similarly, we argue that image enhancement, defined as the extent to which an individual's use of a technology is seen to increase his or her status within the social system (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000) , is a key predictor of technology-related exploratory behavior. Further, we reason that when members of a social community own the same technology, individuals who are able to find innovative applications for a technology are more likely to increase their social status within their community. This is also supported by Amabile's (1988) proposal that the desire to gain social status serves as motivation to explore creative pathways. Thus, we posit:
Hypothesis 4. Image enhancement will be positively related to intentions to explore the technology.
Time as a moderator: role of experience
Despite the growing recognition of the importance of time in organizational theory development (George and Jones, 2000) , few IS studies (e.g., have examined its role in shaping individual intentions and behaviors toward a technology. In the present study, we focus on a particular facet of time: individuals' experience with the technology in question. In this case, experience reflects the extent to which a behavior has been performed in the past . The importance of experience in shaping individuals' behavior is explained by the arguments of George and Jones (2000) who emphasize a strong connection between behaviors performed in the past and individuals' present behavior. Thus, in this research, we examine the role of time, as it works through experience, in differentially shaping the strength of hedonic and instrumental factors on individuals' intentions across the stages of technology introduction. We hypothesize a moderating effect of experience on the relationship between hedonic and instrumental factors on the intention to explore a technology.
Hedonic factors. Prior research in the area of marketing has found that consumers' first reactions to a new product are driven by their feelings, rather than by their expectations about the utility of the product (Creusen and Schoormans, 2005) . This result is consistent with the arguments of Greif and Keller (1990) who noted that the early stages of exploring an object are driven by pleasure and enjoyment. However, after investigating a new object or situation for a while, individuals tend to terminate their inspection of it, perhaps because their uncertainty about how it operates has been resolved through the attainment of new information (Berlyne, 1960) . With the passage of time and gain in associated experience, the effect of individuals' hedonic factors on exploratory behaviors tends to decrease because the interaction becomes more routinized and automatic (Jasperson et al., 2005; , decreasing the sense of arousal through which hedonic factors foster individuals' willingness to explore (Hirschman and Holbrook, 1982) . Thus, as individuals' experience with a new technology increases, their initial sense of pleasure derived from the sake of exploration is likely to decrease, thus having a moderating effect on the relationships between hedonic factors and individuals' intention to display exploratory behaviors. Based on this, we expect that individuals' increasing experience interacting with a technology will decrease the effect of cognitive absorption on their intention to explore. Moreover, we argue that in the post-adoption stage, when interaction with a given technology becomes fairly habitual , individuals high in innovativeness toward technology will be more likely to shift their cognitive efforts toward new, unexplored products that can better satisfy their intrinsic need to experiment with new technologies. This logic is consistent with Berlyne's theoretical arguments stating that individuals are attracted by novel stimuli that satisfy their need for curiosity. Indeed, individuals who are high in innovativeness are more likely to explore the environment in search of stimuli that may create a sense of arousal and generate positive feelings of interest (Berlyne, 1960) . Therefore, with the passage of time and users gaining more information about a new object, i.e., increasing experience, they begin to become bored with its diminishing level of novelty in their eyes and subsequently, become increasingly motivated to seek out stimulation from more novel-i.e., other-objects in their environment (Litman, 2005) . Thus, we posit:
Hypothesis 5a. Experience with a technology will moderate the relationship between cognitive absorption and intention to explore the technology such that the relationship will become weaker in the post-adoption stage.
Hypothesis 5b. Experience with a technology will moderate the relationship between personal innovativeness and intention to explore the technology such that the relationship will become weaker in the post-adoption stage.
Instrumental factors. We also propose that time moderates the relationship between instrumental factors and users' intention to explore a technology, but one in the direction opposite to what was proposed in the case of hedonic factors. Consistent with the findings by Karahanna et al. (1999) that individuals begin to better understand the instrumental potential of a technology as they move through the stages of technology adoption, we propose that individuals are likely to be more motivated to explore a technology by instrumental considerations in the postadoption stage, compared to the drivers in the adoption stage. This argument is consistent with other research that suggests that increasing experience with a technology yields a better understanding of its instrumental value and thereby, enhances the likelihood of reaping advantages by experimenting with different uses that will enhance the fit between technology and organizational context (Saga and Zmud, 1994; . Thus, we argue that once users have acquired new knowledge about the technology in the adoption stage and moved to the postadoption stage, they are more likely to engage in exploratory behaviors as a means of searching for new applications that go beyond the uses delineated by the designers in order to enhance their performance (Boudreau and Robey, 2005) . Support for our reasoning also comes from Amabile (1988) who proposed that creative behaviors motivated by the desire for future benefits, rather than by the challenge or enjoyment of the task itself, often develop from individuals' enhanced knowledge of the specific environment in which the exploration occurs. Thus, we posit:
Hypothesis 5c. Experience with a technology will moderate the relationship between performance expectancy and intention to explore the technology such that the relationship will become stronger in the post-adoption stage.
Hypothesis 5d. Experience with a technology will moderate the relationship between image enhancement and intention to explore the technology such that the relationship will become stronger in the post-adoption stage.
Method
Sample, data collection and design
Full-time MBA students at a large public university located in the eastern United States voluntarily participated in this study as a part of a larger school-wide initiative to provide MBA students with a personal digital assistant (PDA). This setting is appropriate for our study for two reasons. First, both practitioners and academics have recognized that the device has several characteristics that make it a high potential tool for technological exploration (Sarker and Wells, 2003) , including malleability (Nambisan et al., 1999) and interpretive flexibility (Orlikowski, 1992) . Second, individuals' use of PDAs in this research was voluntary. We underscore that although they received the same PDA as a gift from the business school at the beginning of the academic year, its use for course assignments or personal work was voluntary.
We chose to test the hypotheses in a year-long study in order to provide sufficient time for students to gain significant experience. The data were collected at two points in time-i.e., adoption and post-adoption. The first wave of questionnaires for assessing individuals' initial responses during the adoption stage was distributed approximately three weeks after they received their PDAs. The second wave of questionnaires for assessing individual perceptions during the post-adoption phase was administered approximately one year later, as the users' experience in interacting with the technology increased. Of the 258 total individuals involved in the study, 94 provided responses for both measurement points, yielding a response rate of 37%, and constituting 188 usable observations (94 individuals Â 2 time waves), which is deemed acceptable in this stream of research (Pilke, 2004; Lewis et al., 2003) . Sixty-eight percent of the respondents were men, and 86% were between 26 and 35 years of age. Sixty-three percent had between four and ten years of prior work experience. As an incentive for participation, one lottery prize, i.e., a popular MP3 player, was awarded.
Measurement
We used scales validated in prior research to measure various constructs. We used a 5-point Likert agreement scale in conjunction with various items. The items related to the constructs reported in this paper are shown in the Appendix. Intention to explore was assessed using the threeitem scale developed by Nambisan et al. (1999) . Cognitive absorption was measured using ten items adapted from Agarwal and Karahanna (2000) . This measure tapped into all five dimensions of cognitive absorption: temporal dissociation, focused immersion, enjoyment, control and curiosity. Image enhancement was measured using three items adapted from Venkatesh and Davis (2000) . Performance expectancy was assessed by adapting three items from the scale developed and validated by Venkatesh et al. (2003) . Personal innovativeness was measured using three items adapted from Agarwal and Prasad (1998) . Following the method of , we measured time, our surrogate for experience level as an ordinal variable that represented the point of measurement: 0= adoption; 1= post-adoption (see also Venkatesh et al., , 2003 .
Results
Measurement model
We used partial least squares (PLS) and followed the approach outlined in Chin (1998) and other exemplars (e.g., Agarwal and Karahanna, 2000) . First, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis in PLS (Chin, 1998 ). Next, we tested our hypotheses. We tested the psychometric properties of measurement scales by examining convergent and discriminant validity as well as internal consistency reliability. We assessed the convergent and discriminant validity of all items by running a confirmatory factor analysis ( Table 3 ). As can be seen from these results, all items had higher loadings than they had cross-loadings. Moreover, as cognitive absorption is a second-order factor reflected by its five dimensions, we ran a confirmatory factor analysis to verify that the five dimensions converged on cognitive absorption. According to Chin (1998) , the convergent validity of the first order factors (the five dimensions of cognitive absorption) is determined by the strength of loadings of the first order factors on the second-order factor (cognitive absorption). Table 4 shows that the loadings for each first order construct on cognitive absorption were high and significant. To provide additional evidence of discriminant validity, the square root of the average variance extracted (AVE) should be higher than the interconstruct correlations. As indicated in Table 5 , all the constructs share more variance with their indicators than they do with other constructs. We examined the internal consistency reliability for all scales. As shown in Table 5 , all scales had acceptable internal consistency reliabilities (ICRs) as they were greater than .70 (Nunnally, 1967) . Overall, we conclude that the scales displayed good psychometric properties.
ARTICLE IN PRESS
Generalized estimating equations
As our research design comprised repeated measures within individuals, the GEE method was used to test the hypotheses (Zeger et al., 1988) . Indeed, according to Ballinger (2004) , not incorporating the correlation of responses may lead to incorrect estimation of regression model parameters. The use of the GEE analytical technique overcomes this problem as it takes into account the correlation among responses given by the same participant (Ballinger, 2004) . Moreover, the effectiveness of GEE is demonstrated by studying users' behaviors over time, and specifically by testing main effects, interactions and including both categorical and continuous variables (e.g., . Table 6 presents the results of the GEE regression analysis.
Model 1 contains the main effects of hedonic predictors (personal innovativeness and cognitive absorption) and it explains 18% of the variance. Results provide support for Hypothesis 1, i.e., the positive effect of cognitive absorption on intention to explore (b= 0.35, p o .001), while Hypothesis 2, i.e., the positive effect of personal innovativeness on intention to explore, is not supported. Model 2 introduces the instrumental predictors (image enhancement and performance expectancy) and explains 31% of the variance. Results support Hypotheses 3 and 4, i.e., predicting positive effects of both performance expectancy and image enhancement on intention to explore (b=0.08, p o .05; b=0.25, p o.001, respectively).
Model 3 introduces the 2-way interaction terms related to the moderating effects of time on the relationship between hedonic and instrumental factors, and intention to explore, and explains 33% of the variance. The introduction of the interaction terms increased the explained variance by 2%. This increment is consistent with previous research that reports that interactions in field settings typically account for about 1-3% of the variance (Hofmann et al., 2003) . The results supported Hypothesis 5b predicting that time will weaken the relationship between personal innovativeness and intention to explore (b = À 0.15, p o .05). The results also provided support for Hypothesis 5c that time will strengthen the relationship between performance expectancy and intention to explore (b = 0.20, p o .01). Our findings do not support either the moderating effect of time on the relationship between cognitive absorption or image enhancement on individuals' intention to explore (Hypotheses 5a and 5d, respectively). Consistent with the recommendations of Aiken and West (1991) , we plotted the two significant two-way interactions. Fig. 2 presents the personal innovativeness Â experience interaction plot. The slope for the adoption period is steepest, confirming our hypothesis that the relationship between personal innovativeness and intention to explore would be strongest during the adoption period. Fig. 3 shows the plot of the performance expectancy Â experience interaction. Given the steeper slope in the post-adoption period, the results supported our hypothesis.
We conducted a post-hoc analysis to assess whether the results derived from using a higher-order construct (cognitive absorption) were consistent with the results obtained from using the five dimensions of cognitive absorption separately. The results were indeed similar. The only difference was a lack of a significant direct impact of time and immersion on intention to explore and a decrease in the significance performance expectancy and experience interaction. Quite likely, this difference can be traced back to the relatively small sample size in our study. 
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High personal innovativeness
Intention to explore
Low experience (T1) High experience (T2) Fig. 2 . Two-way interaction effect: experience and personal innovativeness.
Discussion
This research examines users' intention to proactively explore new technologies. Specifically, we examined the effects of hedonic, i.e., personal innovativeness and cognitive absorption and instrumental, i.e., performance expectancy and image enhancement, factors on individuals' intentions to explore a newly introduced technology over time. Our findings contribute both to IS and HCI research.
Theoretical contributions
This study contributes to the extant research on TAM and technology acceptance in several ways. First, although prior TAM research has conceptualized individuals' interaction with the system as frequency (Venkatesh and Davis, 2000) , duration or breadth (Saga and Zmud, 1994) , it can be argued that none of these conceptualizations really examine the active role of users in interacting with a technology over time. Rather, they simply assess individuals' use of the technology. Conversely, by examining individuals' intention to explore a new technology's functionalities rather than simply their overall intention to use a technology; the present research complements prior TAM studies. Indeed, by theorizing about individual exploration and users' intentions to explore, we underscore its potential importance to better understand the performance in the long run, rather than limiting our study to the antecedents of technology use alone. Thus, our results offer new avenues for future research that should provide a better understanding of the relationship between exploratory technology use and individual performance over time. Given that previous research on the relationship between system use and performance is inconclusive, it would be particularly worth understanding the conditions under which individual exploration of technology may lead to an increase in individual performance. Second, our study complements the extant literature on technology acceptance by including a temporal lens that explored potential moderation effects of individuals' experience with a newly introduced technology. Thus, we respond to the call of regarding the need for more research incorporating time in the study of individuals' interaction with technology. Our study, with data collected over time, allowed us to examine how the relative strength of hedonic and instrumental factors change from the adoption to the post-adoption stages of technology adoption. While there are TAM-based studies that take a longitudinal perspective in examining individuals' use of technology (e.g., Venkatesh and Davis, 2000; , prior work has not examined individuals' intention to explore a newly introduced technology over time. Grounding our study in exploration theory, our research contributes to the existing literature on technology acceptance by focusing on differential effects of hedonic and instrumental factors on the intention to explore a technology over time.
Our results offer partial support for the moderating effects of experience on the relationships between intention to explore and factors related to both hedonic and instrumental perspectives. During the post-adoption stage, when a technology tends to become more deeply embedded within individuals' day-to-day work activities, the relationship between intention to explore and performance expectancy is stronger than it is during the adoption stage. Thus, performance expectancy becomes more important moving from the adoption to the post-adoption stage of technology introduction presumably as the instrumental payoffs of a technology continue to increase. It is possible that users may be trying to keep pace with the organizational pressures on them to enhance their productivity or with their own desires to recoup the investment of learning new functionalities of a technology.
Our results on the effect of performance expectancy over time differs from the findings based upon TAM framework highlighted by Venkatesh et al. (2003) in studying the role of performance expectancy in technology acceptance domain. Indeed, rather than the effect of performance expectancy changing over time, Venkatesh et al. (2003) found that performance expectancy is fairly stable over time in predicting overall individuals' intentions to use. Our results, however, point out that experience moderates the role of performance expectancy on individuals' intentions to explore. The differences in the findings may be due to the fact that intention to use reflects a user's willingness to use a technology (Davis et al., 1989) , reflecting how one intends to use the technology. In contrast, intention to explore reflects a user's intention to actively survey various features of a new technology (Nambisan et al., 1999) , involving a discovery based on a sensemaking process that users experience as they attempt to incorporate the technology into their work lives. This is consistent with the framework we adopted that relies on exploration theory. The framework posits that individuals engage in exploratory behaviors in an attempt to develop an object's meaning and potential use (Voss and Keller, 1983) , and that such a sensemaking process is facilitated by their experience in interacting with the object over time. Our findings are also consistent with the arguments of Karahanna et al. (1999) who found that instrumental beliefs play a pivotal role in the post-adoption stage. Conversely, experience negatively influenced the effect of personal innovativeness on intention to explore a technology such that an increase in users' experiences tend to diminish the effect of individual personal innovativeness on this intention. This result is consistent with arguments developed by Venkatesh (2000) who posits that during the post-adoption stage individuals with a high level of personal innovativeness attempt to overcome the emergence of habit in interacting with a focal technology and in doing so, reallocate their time and cognitive efforts to seek out other intrinsic challenges in their environment.
Somewhat surprisingly, our results do not support the moderating effects of experience on the relationship between cognitive absorption or image enhancement and intention to explore. Instead, both cognitive absorption and image enhancement influence individuals' intentions to explore at both the adoption and post-adoption stages. The lack of a moderating effect of experience on the relationship between cognitive absorption and intention to explore may be traced back to two reasons. On the one hand, such an effect can be caused by an addiction-like phenomenon (Charlton, 2002) toward the technology. We speculate that, as time goes by, individuals develop a sense of dependence that comes from their personal pleasure in interacting with the technology. On the other hand, this result can be traced back to the nature of mobile technologies that have been studied in the present study. Indeed, according to Hong and Tam (2006) , mobile devices differ from traditional desktop systems because they offer ubiquitous services and access independent from users' location and time, and they are designed for satisfying both utilitarian and hedonic needs (see Venkatesh and Ramesh, 2006) . Therefore, the possibility to interact with the technology anytime and anywhere may lead individuals to be constantly engaged during the day in interacting with the technology exploiting either its utilitarian or hedonic functions. Therefore, users may feel cognitively involved in the exploration of the technology to fill free time (e.g., while waiting for a plane) just to play around with the technology or in the attempt to find new ways and workarounds for increasing their convenience and productivity in using the technology. Thus, it is important to study the longitudinal effects of cognitive absorption on intention to explore even for those technologies that are designed to primarily provide a utilitarian purpose. For example, it would be interesting to study if there is any effect of cognitive absorption and other hedonic factors on the exploration of ERP systems and even so, how such effects vary over time.
Concerning the failure to find support for the moderating role of experience on the relationship between image enhancement and intention to explore, we argue that this may be explained by the highly competitive social landscape and the rapid development of new technologies. Indeed, in a world that relies on competition for scarce resources, such as social status, individuals may consistently come to view and explore a technology as a path to enhance their social status independent of the specific stage of adoption-early vs. late.
Practical implications
Our work has important practical implications as well. It has long been recognized that the introduction of new technologies is, in and of itself, insufficient for the realization of gains in performance. Instead, users' tendency to substantially under-utilize new technologies and being limited to the use of only basic functionalities often undermines expected gains in organizational performance . Therefore, one of the key challenges of new IS research is in assisting managers to identify factors that promote users' exploration of a new technology in order to fully grasp its potential. Our research suggests that it will be important to implement interventions that may foster individuals' willingness to explore a technology during different stages of adoption. For example, they can design a training session that focuses on intrinsic motivation by attempting to stimulate individuals' curiosity in interacting with a technology during the initial stages of adoption and stimulating the utilitarian facets of a technology in the post-adoption stage. One suggestion for the initial stage would be the use of gamebased training (Venkatesh, 1999) . Indeed, game-based training is likely to foster cognitive absorption, thus helping users cope with the initial obstacles associated with their technology interactions (Agarwal and Karahanna, 2000; Venkatesh and Speier, 1999) . In the postadoption stage, one of the main challenges is maintaining willingness to explore the technology by fostering more task-oriented discovery given that the novelty would have worn off. Therefore, we suggest that during the postadoption stage, managers should identify ways of demonstrating the value of the technology by providing hands-on information and tips for using the technology, as well as organizational support that may help users in interacting with those features that they discover. Alternatively, the identification of power users could help users find new uses for the technology in the post-adoption stage (see Sykes et al., 2009; .
From a design perspective, developers should be aware of the critical role of cognitive absorption in the initial phases of users' experiences and they should design a product that meets users' hedonic needs. For example, the design of information-dense screens that are difficult to read would hamper individuals' willingness to engage in exploratory behaviors . Moreover, the positive impact of instrumental factors on individuals' intentions to explore supports the pivotal role played by extrinsic motivation in stimulating individuals to fully exploit the potential of a technology. Thus, from a design point of view, there is the need to design devices that give users the immediate perception that the system is valuable in supporting their tasks and creating favorable outcomes. While some of these aspects have been studied in the literature related to the technology adoption of traditional systems, it is overlooked in the context of mobile technologies and it represents a critical issue (Venkatesh and Ramesh, 2006) . We argue that such attention to designing interfaces that are able to stimulate cognitive absorption and which transfer the instrumental value to the end-user are pivotal for mobile technologies because of their aim to support individual task accomplishment independent of time and space. Indeed, through a personalization strategy, designers can stimulate users' hedonic interaction with a technology and provide a higher instrumental value by allowing them access to relevant and timely content. Building on our earlier suggestions, designers could follow the suggestions by Edwards et al. (2008) who highlight the importance of involving two disparate evaluation groups during a development project. In particular, the two groups should be used at different stages of experience in using the target product. By adopting this best practice and dovetailing it with the findings from our work, designers may be able to balance both the hedonic and instrumental aspects of technologies that in turn will maximize adoption in the short-and longterm.
Strengths, limitations and future research directions
The strengths of this study include: (1) the collection of data in a field setting that allowed for the observation of user experience as it developed naturally and (2) the use of a longitudinal, rather than a more typical cross-sectional design, thus allowing us to gain insights of how the theorized relationships differed in different stages of adoption. These strengths notwithstanding, our research is not without limitations that may constrain its theoretical and practical implications. First, our sample consisted of full-time MBA students, rather than full-time employees, potentially calling into question the generalizability of findings to employed professionals. Nevertheless, the MBA students sampled had substantial extensive work experience and had only recently left the workforce. Second, the additional variance explained by the interaction terms formed by time and both the hedonic and instrumental factors may represent a weakness from a practical standpoint. Despite being statistically significant, the incremental variance explained resulting from the interactions was small, raising questions about their practical meaningfulness. Further, one of the dimensions of cognitive absorption, ''immersion,'' assessed by this research differs somewhat from Agarwal and Karahanna's (2000) original conceptualization. Future research should adopt a version of the scale more similar to the original one.
An important avenue for future research can be related to the effects of various aspects of social factors in affecting individuals' exploratory behaviors. While we focused on a particular type of social factor, namely image enhancement, future research should investigate the effects of normative pressure and social information processing in shaping individuals' willingness to explore a technology. Also, the role of computer palyfulness in the nomological network of individuals' willingness to explore a technology should be taken into account. Indeed, Webster and Martocchio (1992) argued that computer playfulness may affect users' exploratory behavior via a high cognitive involvement in their interaction with technology.
Moreover, future research is needed to replicate these findings in the absence of the methodological weaknesses identified above and also to address other important questions. One such issue concerns whether the types of innovation that result from users' experiences in a hedonic context and thus, their intense focus on and involvement with the technology itself is qualitatively the same as that resulting from an instrumental focus. Future research that expands the scope of the model proposed here is important. For instance, it would be worth understanding how organizational actions can stimulate the occurrence of exploratory behaviors among users. Indeed, as exploratory behaviors present a certain level of risk, individuals should find an environment that is supportive of such kind of behaviors. Therefore, we think that the development of an organizational environment and the adoption of organizational practices that tolerate an acceptable level of risk may favor the occurrence of exploratory behaviors. For example, the IT department may support individuals in exploring a new technology via performance expectancy by providing directions and suggestions that stimulate individuals to have a better understanding of how a technology may be helpful above and beyond their routine uses.
Future research should study individuals' exploratory behaviors over time by taking into account the role of habit and other individual characteristics. Indeed, previous studies underscored that the extent to which people tend to use a technology automatically exerts a moderating effect on the relationship between intentions and continuance behaviors (Limayem et al., 2007) . Therefore, future studies may consider habit as a moderating variable, especially of the relationship between intention to explore and exploratory behaviors over time. While investigating the antecedents of cognitive absorption was beyond the scope of our study, in a post-hoc analysis, we found a partial mediation of cognitive absorption on the relationship between personal innovativeness and intention to explore. This result suggests that future research should investigate other individual predispositions and traits for inclusion into the nomological network as antecedents of cognitive absorption.
Conclusions
This study contributes to the growing body of work examining end users' intentions to explore novel and valueadded uses for newly introduced technologies. Our results suggest that both hedonic and instrumental factors affect users' intentions to explore but that the effects of these factors vary across stages of technology adoption. Our findings signal the theoretical importance and practical utility of further research both in IS and HCI on the determinants of users' exploratory behavior during different stages of a technology's diffusion. Indeed, only through a deep understanding of the factors that affect users' proactive and exploratory behaviors is it possible to fully exploit the potential of technologies. Further, by taking into account the evolution of users' experiences in interacting with the technology, designers can build technology solutions that create favorable outcomes for users. 
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